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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to analyze performance data that has been collected. The Performance Tools 

temporary key has expired. How can the system administrator analyze the performance data? 

A. Adjust the QDATE system value to the day before the temporary key expired. Then rerun the performance analysis. 

B. On another system with a valid Performance Tools key, enter the command STPPERDDM to use DDM to remotely
connect to the system to be evaluated. 

C. Start performance collection using System i Navigator, save the collection library and restore it to another system
with a valid Performance Tools key. 

D. Start performance collection using the PM400 tab in System i Navigator and click `yes\\' when prompted to send the
data to IBM. Then review IBM\\'s analysis online. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which special authorities are required to allow a user to change user profiles on a system with QSECURITY set to 40? 

A. *ALLOBJ*OBJMGT 

B. *SECADM*ALLOBJ 

C. *SECADM*OBJMGT 

D. *SECADM*SER VICE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has an IBM i server that hosts web services and uploads files to other Internet-based servers. 

An administrator needs to add IP addresses to host additional web services, which must pass through the 

firewall. The firewall has a rule restricting traffic to specific IP and MAC addresses. 

What is the most appropriate method for the administrator to use? 

A. Create virtual IP addresses for each of the additional services. 

B. Create traditional IP addresses for each of the additional services. 

C. Purchase additional Ethernet cards.Create Ethernet lines for those cards.Configure the IP addresses on those lines. 

D. Create a virtual LAN (VLAN) and place the new IP addresses on that VLAN.Enable IP forwarding in CHGTCPA.Add
a route in the firewall to the new addresses. 



Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A small IBM i partition has batch jobs in subsystem QBATCH that occasionally have very high CPU usage 

(more than 50%), impacting system performance. 

The administrator needs to be able to observe these jobs on a 5250 session when they occur. 

Which steps should the administrator take to display the jobs when they occur? 

A. WRKACTJOB SBS(QBATCH) CPUPCTLMT(50) INTER VAL(10) and press E19 for auto refresh. 

B. WRKSYSACT SBS(QBATCH), enter 50 in the CPU Filter field1 and press F19 for auto refresh. 

C. WRKSYSACT, P20 to subset, include QBATCH, set the CPU Filter to 50% and press PIO for auto refresh. 

D. WRKACTJOB, press P20 to subset, enter 50% for the CPU, use P16 to sequence by subsystem and press P19 for
auto refresh. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is creating a new connection to an existing system, but cannot connect successfully. Which action will
resolve the problem? 

A. Create a user profile for the connection. 

B. Delete, recreate, and test the connection. 

C. Enable the user profile for the connection. 

D. Change the connection to be the Management Central system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer has been experiencing network issues. When their network switch resets, the Ethernet line on IBM i fails.
What is the correct setting for the line description so that it will continuously retry until the network switch recovers? 

A. RESTART(*YES) 

B. CMNRCYLMT(1 0) 

C. VRYWAIT(*NOWAIT) 

D. THRESHOLD(*NOMAX) 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A company has just purchased a new POWER7 server running IBM i 7.1 to replace an older system running V5R4M5.
Due to a mistake by a programmer on the V5R4 system, data was accidently deleted. To recover, the administrator
backs up the deleted data to virtual tape on the 7.1 server and attempts to restore it on the V5R4 server. The restore on
the V5R4 server fails with a message stating the data was saved from a more recent release of the operating system. 

Which option will solve this problem? 

A. Save the data to physical media. 

B. Set the target release parameter to V5R4M0 when saving the data. 

C. ETP the virtual tape image catalog from the 7.1 server using binary mode. 

D. Use the target release parameter *RECOVER and the access path parameter set to VSR4MO. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which tool can be used to report and take various actions on all user profiles with passwords that match the profile
name? 

A. ANZDFTPWD 

B. ANZUSRPWD 

C. ANZUSRATR 

D. ANZPRFATR 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator has been directed to set up server support for network appliances that use TFTP to download firmware
updates. The files must be inaccessible by users, but available for appliances to download. 

An IFS directory "/FIRMWARE" has been defined, and the files loaded into it. Public access to both the directory and the
file objects is *NONE. 

Using IBM i Navigator, which option correctly describes the remaining configuration steps to meet the requirements? 

A. Set *RX permissions for user profile QTCP on the directory and files in /FIRMWARE. Set the FTP server properties to
enable TFTP access to directory /FIRMWARE. 

B. Set *RX permissions for user profile QTFTP on the directory and files in /FIRMWARE. Set the TFTP server properties
to provide "read" access to directory/FIRMWARE. 



C. Set *RX permissions for user profile QSERVER on the directory and files in /FIRMWARE. Set the FTP server
properties to enable anonymous FTP access to directory /FIRMWARE. 

D. Set *RX permissions for user profile QZLSFILE on the directory and files in /FIRMWARE. Set the IBM i NetServer
server properties to enable TFTP access to directory /FIRMWARE. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which graphical tool will help identity additional details about activity on the system, to isolate the root cause of
performance problems? 

A. PEX 

B. iDoctor 

C. Performance Monitor 

D. Communications Trace 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the correct command to save objects which are stored in the root file system? 

A. SAV 

B. SAVES 

C. SAVDLO 

D. SAVOBJ 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator needs to upgrade their Flexible Service Processor\\'s (FSP) firmware for an HMC managed Power 720.
They are currently running AL730_085. The latest corrective service on Fix Central is AL730_1 12_092. 

Which statement is correct regarding the installation of this corrective service package? 

A. Since this is an HMC managed FSP, the installation of the corrective service will be concurrent. 

B. Since the FSP will remain at the same 730 code stream level the installation of the corrective service will be
concurrent. 

C. Since the 092 is greater than the currently running 085 fix pack level, the installation of the corrective service will be
disruptive. 



D. Since the 112 is greater than the currently running 085 fix pack level, the installation of the corrective service will be
disruptive. 

Correct Answer: C 
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